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COURSE CONTENTS 
 

 

1.Semester Courses   

 
SOS101 Introduction to Sociology I  

 

3 (3-0-0) ECTS  5  

 

This course includes the topics : Issues and methods in Sociology, history of sociological 

thought, basic concepts in Sociology, the relation of sociology with other disciplines, the role 

of sociologist in society, the importance of sociological thinking, the founders of sociology 

and basic debates in sociology. 

 

FEL171 Introduction to Philosophy I  

3 (3-0-0) ECTS  5  

 

Common points and differences between philosophy and other disciplines; distinguishing and 

recognizing issues and concepts in fundemental investigation areas such as epistemology, 

ontology, morality. 

 

 

PSİ 171 Introduction to Psychology  -I  

3 (3-0-0)  ECTS 5  

 

The teaching topics are that the main ideas and approaches in psychology, the learning, the 

motivation, the social cognition, the personality, the sensation, the perception and the 

attention. 

 

RPSI209 Positive Psychology and Communication Skills 

3 (3-0-0) ECTS 5 

 

This is an approach that enable individuals realize their own resources and values to be happy, 

peaceful, successfull and highly satisfied with their lives. Usage of these resources and values 

creatively and appropriately allow individual to exert their personal and cultural potential with 

a conscious choice.In this course, students will evaluate researches and concept studies on 

different subjects and theoretical approaches (meaningful life, feeling of thankfulness, 

happiness, hope, optimism, positive emotions, port-traumatic personal growth, endurance, 

self-perception, strength, time perception). Students will learn how to use methods such as 

brain mapping, signature strenghts, gratitude journal, seven ways increase happiness (learned 

optimism, thankfulness). 

 

 



 

 

ENG101-English -I  

 2 (2-0-0) ECTS 3 

 

In this course, learners will be able to gain the required reading and writing skills by reading 

upper intermediate level reading texts and by learning essay writing techniques and writing 

some essays accordingly. 

 

ATA101 Atatürk’s Principles and Reforms- I 

2 (2-0-0) ECTS 2  
 

To criticize the reasons of the Ottoman collapse, Balkan Wars, WWI, dynamics of the 

National Struggle. To get students to explain well the concepts like revolution and reform. 

Additionally to summarize political developments in completed phase of Turkish Revolution 

and establishment process of new state, Ataturk Revoluitons in the political and social fields. 

 

TURK 101 Turkish Language I  

2 (2-0-0) ECTS 2  

 

To teach fundemental structure and grammer features of Turkish Language; To make texts 

more clear for students; To develop the number of the vocabularies used by students. The 

course will help students to gain consciousness of language; inclination and habit of reading; 

proper usage of fundemental spelling and punctuation; and to gain a larger vocabulary set 

utilization. 

 

 

2. Semester Courses 
 

SOS 102 Introduction to Sociology  II  

3 (3-0-0) ECTS 5  

 

This course, a sequel to Introduction to Sociology, aims to introduce basic concepts of 

sociology and to teach and discuss sociological issues such as status, individuals, groups, 

structures named as society and community, values in the context of socio-cultural system, 

change, control, deviance and social mobility, Social system; social structure; social role; 

social status; social organization; social stratification; social change; social disorganization; 

social integration; culture, values, norms, socialization and personality. 

 

SOS 104 Sociology of Institutions  

4 (4-0-0) ECTS 5  

 

This course aims to introduce the importance of institutions of social life, the definition of 

social institutions, resources and impact on the social structure, education, policy, economic 

institutions.  

 

 

 

 

 



SOS 106 General Economic Knowledge  

2 (3-0-0) ECTS 3  

 

The topics in this course : The basic concepts in economoy, economic doktrines, economic 

systems. 

 

 

 FEL102-Introduction to Philosophy  II  

3 (3-0-0) ECTS 5  

 

Common points and differences between philosophy and other disciplines; distinguishing and 

recognizing issues and concepts in fundemental investigation areas such as epistemology, 

ontology, morality. 

 

 

PSY 102 Introduction to Psychology -II  

3 (3-0-0) ECTS 5  

 

 The teaching topics are that the main ideas and approaches in psychology, the learning, the 

motivation, the social cognition, the personality, the sensation, the perception and the 

attention. 

 

ING 102 English II  

3 (3-0-0) ECTS 3  
 This is an elementary English course designed for beginners of English language. The 

learners are expected to develop four basic language skills; listening, speaking, reading and 

writing through various kinds of teaching techniques and practices. The learners are exposed 

to basic language structures and vocabulary with the help of authentic materials within real 

life context. 

 

ATA 102- Atatürk’s Principles and Reforms- II 

2 (2-0-0) ECTS 3  

 

To criticize the reasons of the Ottoman collapse, Balkan Wars, WWI, dynamics of the 

National Struggle. To get students to explain well the concepts like revolution and reform. 

Additionally to summarize political developments in completed phase of Turkish Revolution 

and establishment process of new state, Ataturk Revoluitons in the political and social fields.  

 

TURK102 Turkish Language II  

2 (2-0-0) ECTS 3 
 The course will help students to gain consciousness of language; inclination and habit of 

reading; proper usage of fundemental spelling and punctuation; and to gain a larger 

vocabulary set utilization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


